AS IT WAS ON RUN 3853
AT SUNGAI BATANGSI
(18/9/2016)
HARE : JEFFREY YONG CHUA TAN
SCRIBE BY: POWER FOO SWEE SIEN
PHOTOS BY: KANA

Hare: Jeffrey Yong Chua Tan
Co-Hares: Tyson Foo, Peter Cushion, Young Hew and See Yeh Wah.
Mastermind: Tyson Foo, Peter Cushion, Young Hew and See Yeh Wah
Date: 18th Sept 2017
Motherhash Run: 3853
Runsite: Sungai Batangsi
Distance: about 10 KMs
Checks: Total 6 checks, 4 forward, 1 circular check, and 1 back check.
Frop: Powerfoo followed by Ah Meng and Tofu Soo.

Guest: 2 Guests
Pre Run:
Knowing the runsite is a bit remote and some section very rough dirt road only
accessible with 4WD, I decided to follow Tofu Soo’s, we depart from Tofu Soo’s
house around 3:30pm, on the way to the runsite we detour to Restaurant Fish
Village Semenyih around 4:22pm join Fatty Dragon, Young Yap, Soh Bee, and
Chai for teatime.
The runsite is bout 2 KM from main road Jalan Sungai Lalang, big open area
with plenty of parking.
When we reach the runsite at 5:26pm, as usual On Sec act as parking
attendant to control the parking, a big assembly of Motherhash loyal around
60 of them already at the runsite chatting and getting ready for the run.
On Sec starts the run at 6PM sharp, as part of Motherhash tradition On Sec
lead the run till first check about 800 Meters from the runsite.
His run is about 10KMs, with 6 checks.
1st Check is at slope of a durian orchard on right-hand side of in-trail, myself
and Young Yap went straight, Superoldman and Mountain Goat went cross the
river on the left-hand side of the in-trail, from there entire run never see
Superoldman again until I back to runsite, after 12 Minutes running up looking
up and down for On Paper finally Taiwan Yu break the check, the On Paper is
about 50 meters on left-hand side of first check.
2nd Check is on top of the hill about 500 meters and 80 meters elevation from
1st check, Ah Meng and Flyingman found the check and on paper.
3rd Check is about 400 Meters slippery downhill at the rubber plantation from
the 2nd Check, Mountain Goat break the 3 rd check in split seconds.
4rd Check is circular check after circling the palm oil plantation, Flyingman
found the on paper on the right-hand side of the check, leading to bush and
paper stop there and we declared false trail, I went back to 4 th check and went
across the trail found the on paper about 70 Meters from the 4 th check and
calling On On to chase the bad spirits away, total 12 minutes wasted here to
break the check, at this point everybody gather together.
5th Check is about 1.5 km from 4th check, I found the on paper across wooden
bridge over small stream.
6th Check is about 800 from 5th Check, I break the back-check in the dark on
top of the hill about 250 Meters from 6 th check, I already feel the clock is
ticking I ran all the way back to runsite the home trail is about 1km from last
check managed to complete the run at 7:45pm lucky hare.

Circle:
On Sec start the circle start at 8:30 PM by the time everybody back to runsite.
- On down butler Baby Monkey.
- Announced first runner came out around 7:43pm..
- Questioning hare using UM papers to set run.
- Hare responding forgot to collect hash papers from JM, and questioning
the experienced Co-Hares about the UM papers, end with song #5 for
them.
- 2 Guests, Ex-member Kong Ming Teng and an unknown Guest.
- On Sec giving Membership Application Form to Kong Ming Teng.
- Announcing next week PJ Animal joint run to be hosted by PJ Animal,
Peter Allister is the Hare, he shall be responsible to the On On.
- PJ Animal turn to set the run and conduct the circle.
- Remind members to follow PJ Animal paper because they are the host.
- On Sec not going start the run.
- On Sec Remind members to join PJ Animal circle and no provide circle.
- On Sec on down Hardyboy for bringing 4 legged UM.
- Remind members CH4 charity run on this weekend.
- Distribute 80 Anniversary Run’s registration forms for new members.
- As usual good news and bad news, he starts with good news, Chakdey
Hash 123 run 21/10/17, Broga- Lau-er restaurant, we have 23 members
registered, registration fee is FOC, we tong tong RM30 each for 1 barrel
of beer, balance RM90 Interhash top up RM10 to buy lottery TOTO.
- Hardy Boy register make it 24 Members registered for the run.
- Bad New, Pan Asia registration not transferable to avoid fraud.
- 80th Anniversary Run committee members meeting at Choo house on 24th
Sept 2017 at 4pm.
- To define committee members’ roles and responsibilities.
- No beers during the meeting.
- Remind members who registered for 80th Anniversary to pay before end
of this month, and Motherhash shall refund RM30 to members who had
paid RM380 for the 80th Anniversary registration fee.
- He promised the money will be spent wisely, and he will be answerable.
- Planned to conduct Fifteen 80th Anniversary Committee meeting.
- Members who not registered for 80th Anniversary are still welcome to
the event.
- On Sec urged members to support 80th Anniversary.
- On Sec charged for last minutes appointment of Bomoh “Allister Leong”.
- JM look-alike Kenny Soh charged for not proactively reminds Hare to
collect hash papers.

- Third charge 1st Check Mountain Goat and Superoldman went extra
miles across river to find the on paper.
- Bomoh enjoy the run first 3 checks, however MG, Ah Meng and Young
Yap is pushing him from to back to go faster, and Pohchoy Loh is pushing
President Steven Leong.
- Hardy Boy charged President for sending wrong PJ Animal Joint run’s
date, Mountain Goat comes to defend but proven his wrong, kena on
down.
- Sor Bee charged Tyson Foo for bringing UM paper to runsite, Young Hew
laying UM paper, Peter Cushion agreed to use the UM paper, and other
co-hares condoned the act.
- President Steven Leong personal announcement eldest UM getting
married on 15th Oct 2017, he will call personally for the invitation.
Thank Hare Jeffrey Yong for wonderful evening, what an excellent run, great
circle, laughter, and double on, On On!!!
Sincerely, Powerfoo

